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Abstract 

The high quality developing financial development will be established explicitly according to studying national policies with Chinese 

central political bureau by president in 2024. The digital economy and artificial intelligence product will be prevalent particularly and 

currently in every corner of our society. At the same time, the stock market is to be replaced by AI diagnosis software where the 

tendency of stock price fluctuated with time can be reminded. The popularity stock can be dominant with the help of that kind of stock 

software. Sustainability financial institution will be advocated and supported with high quality developing reformation urgently and 

prioritizing to. Digital economy as an important entity has been wielding strong effective power impacting currently to conventional 

ones. Specially emphasizing on it will be granted as a new tendency currently where it utilizes its powerful influence into bill of 

traditionally paying and receiving behaviours in common transaction and shopping mall communities at the current prevalent situation 

of sustainability economy. 
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Introduction 

There is a new financial meeting to happen for 2024 where high 

quality financial institution is proposed by China central political 

bureau and president in China. So the finance problem has to be 

provided to a new innovative project where it is the most important 

issue from last year. Therein the policy made by us is able to 

become a big theme at which it conducts the loan to express a 

reasonable and justice criterion for us to make in the end [1-2]. The 

financial reformation will be called as the blood of body whose 

effectiveness is going to make a vitalization of body due to its 

actively supportable vitalized role, therein the work may be very 

prompt and emergent for our policy maker to complete in predicted 

advance. With the central bureau spirit the detail work has to 

pursue in order to satisfy main kinds of different demands primarily 

that is saying that clarifies the main and small, big and little status 

firstly. So it enables the institution to make the policy easy to come 

out and determine its factor and effect on behalf of the common 

demand firstly and then improve it gradually within a time. The 

classified work has to be based on the different business and 

profitability whilst it ensures the virtual and actual data corrective 

ratio. Furthermore the whole course would be monitored and 

controlled by inspection institution on behalf of the enterprise 

beneficial with sustainability economy. The financial innovative 

behaviour will be advocated forcefully and the governmental 

policy can be made quickly whose innovation and reformation is 

to regulated by them. On the other hand, the enterprise is going to 

main entity for burdening the loan so it will be put emphasized 

position to provide loan, we should judge its achievement and 

potential to dig the detail loan on them after considering it 

thoroughly. The loan shall be invested to suitable position on 

behalf of that factory beneficial on the world. 

Discussions 

Spirit of enterprise and finances 
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The spirit of enterprise must reflect surrounding people besides 

staffs in business and then it will be proposed commitment for 

acquire loan capital to improve or reform new items for 

establishing their new innovative infrastructure. On behalf of most 

factory benefit the enterprise needs to propose blue plan 

continuously for the sake of growing their scale and more benefit. 

The institution could be loaning capital to the former for finishing 

an item and judge which is belonging to the advantage scope or not 

and then the loan behavior can be executed completely. The loan 

size will correspond to the degree of advantage and think whether 

loan can create efficient benefit and whether the long view of 

enterprise and environment factor can be compliant or not. When 

the compliance could be corresponding to the developing 

efficiency including the atmosphere improvement and policy 

impetus etc.. Spirit of enterprises must be based on benefit size, 

common benefit and environmental matter which can be expressed 

in the items proposed to credit and loan contract with bank who is 

able to regulate somewhat necessary part and credit, thereby in 

light of the policy the loan will be distributed where the 

advantageous aspects can be reflecting. So the bank and enterprise 

will create new firming relationship while the former affords loan 

and latter establish the entity of factory. They are creditable 

relationship with common credit and loan relation under a 

beneficial one aim to push environment forwards to clean one. If 

enterprise deficits the bank will benefit low, on the contrary if 

enterprise benefit the bank is going to benefit as well. There are 

some advantage conditions which include advocating business 

granted to some innovative enterprises with prioritizing to them. 

Therefore an enterprise needs to have technologically innovative 

who can be entry the advocating company list for receiving 

prioritized right. The prioritizing right may include several millions 

to several ten millions money sponsor which can be utilizing high 

technology enterprises. So the developing aim would concentrate 

highly cutting edge field ones which can transform their products 

to huge benefit and promote clean environment problems highly 

advocated by government and department. We is able to cultivate 

talents from the whole society and school for enhancing our 

capacity to develop and search new innovative products on behalf 

of general having demand people. That financial investment should 

be supported by bank relied on creditable and advantage can the 

item proceed continuously where the new product may be created 

going on. Only if the advocating items will be executed with 

advantage by government department it can acquire capital 

necessary for purchasing equipment and product line besides 

worker salary. Thereby we advocate to own advanced technical 

capacity to ensure that the project can proceed exceptionally. Those 

ones will be regarded to joints of sustainability economy for 

emphasizing research and cultivation. In view of environment 

protection they is willing to step more advance and progression 

since it is about to clean atmosphere which can be developed with 

advantageous rights by policies. Furthermore it can promote 

technological sophisticated level like intelligence product which 

will be convenient and prompt & comfortable to our life. So they 

can really improve our live ultimately and let us embody new style 

live recently. We need them to improve the transaction really from 

now on.  

Stock principles for exchange programme 

Stock diagnostic model is a tool used to evaluate and predict the 

trend of the stock market. By using multiple data sources and 

technical analysis methods, it can help investors better understand 

the status of the stock market and make more intelligent investment 

decisions [2]. The stock exchange behavior includes three aspects 

which are choosing suitable one, buying certain shares with certain 

price, waiting for several days and selling one with higher one. 

The design of diagnostic model 

Stock diagnostic models typically include the following key 

elements: 

1. Data collection: Collect fundamental data about the stock 

market, such as company financial reports, industry trends, 

macroeconomic indicators, etc. 

2. Trend analysis: Analyze the rise and fall of stock prices and 

identify trends and cyclical changes in the market. 

3. Indicator evaluation: Use a series of technical indicators, such as 

moving average, relative strength index, volatility, etc., to evaluate 

the trend and volatility of stock prices. 

4. Risk assessment: Assess the risk level of the portfolio, including 

market risk, industry risk, individual stock risk, etc. 

5. Prediction model: Based on the above analysis, a prediction 

model is established to predict the future trend of the stock market. 

The application of diagnostic model 

1. Stock selection: Through the diagnostic model, investors can 

determine which stocks may have good investment potential. 

2. Trading strategy: According to the recommendations of the 

diagnostic model, develop corresponding trading strategies, 

including when to buy, when to sell, how many positions to hold, 

etc. 

3. Risk control: The diagnostic model can help investors develop 

more reasonable risk control measures to ensure that the risk of the 

investment portfolio is within the tolerable range. 

4. Portfolio optimization: Diagnostic models can be used to 

optimize portfolios to improve overall returns and reduce risk. 

Precautions 

1. Data accuracy: The data source of the diagnostic model may be 

affected by various factors, such as data quality and data update 

frequency, so it is necessary to ensure the accuracy and reliability 

of the data source. 

2. Limitations of technical analysis: Although technical analysis 

has a certain role in the stock market, it must be combined with 
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fundamental analysis to make a comprehensive judgment to avoid 

misleading. 

3. Investor psychology: Investors' emotions and psychological 

factors may affect the accuracy of the diagnostic model, so 

investors need to keep rational and calm and make decisions 

according to the actual situation. 

To sum up, the stock diagnostic model is a tool with high practical 

value, which can help investors better understand the stock market 

and make more intelligent investment decisions. However, when 

using this model, factors such as data accuracy, limitations of 

technical analysis and investor psychology should be fully 

considered to ensure the rationality and effectiveness of investment 

decisions. The loan which is distributed by national bank shall be 

invested to suitable position on behalf of that factory and customer 

beneficial on the world in light of proper policy. Financial 

innovation has a significant role in economic development whose 

frontier is stock market so we must considerate the instructional 

behavior through our financial government. Government may 

proceed policy aspect instruction through regulating the economic 

distribution in order to improve the investment environment on 

advantageous enterprise. At the same time we should pay attention 

to stock market which can change every hour to reflect special 

matters happening.  

Conclusions 

Only when the policy is able to satisfy the most profitability can 

the constitution proceed smoothly and conveniently. In short the 

made policy has to follow the trend of all of people benefit whose 

aim is to be completed in light of reflecting the common benefit of 

our people, so only when we must guarantee every important joint 

to be pursue easily for maintaining main spirit the aspects can be 

finished in time even in advance. [Yangdian Tech] increases 11% 

with buying price 21 yuan and maximum one attaining 26 yuan by 

T+1 and increase amplitude 20%, meantime customer earns 2,492 

yuan when it was 15%. [Sichuang Electron] increases 57% with 

buying one 15 yuan and maximum selling one 24 yuan in April, 

2024. [Yizhimi] increases 6% with internal buying price 23.85% 

and pool maximum 25.29 yuan. The strong stocks with the price of 

10 yuan titled 60 will be recommended for short terms in main 

plate. The economic sustainability must be advocated and be given 

advantage benefit in order to maintain our atmosphere commonly 

where many policies and endeavors should be paid, so our live will 

change better and better on the whole with continuous innovation. 
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